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Mkt lt4 	 Comments en the Report of the
President of CAT Incorporated to the Board of
Directors,

1. The subject Report raise. one principal issue is., what
cPurating Rights can CAT Incorporated expect to have in the future.
AA important subsidiary point concerns the duration of such
Rights as may be granted. The fact is clear that without Cperating
Nights and the necessary licenses, the company cannot continue to
function as an air transport service.

2. It should be noted that the principal issue raised by
the President's Report is brought about by the fat that the
Nationalist Government's grant of a franchise, to operate is re-
useable on a year4 bards. This tact, so tar ae I NA Wares
was never known to the OPO personnel considering the project was
never referred to by Willauer at any stags of the negotiatio:s,
and the files contain no mention of it. Gush an eventualitY'was
not expected inasmuch as normal franchisee of this nature usually
run for a longer period in order to induce the operator to under..
take the risk of immanent and further for the fact that the
quaaion of rights was raised frequently during the negotiation
stages with willow*, so that there was no reason to believe that
so limiting a factor coed have boon overlooked,

3. The prevent authority and source of CAT** operating
franchise is the nationalist aovernnent, of (hins. Willauer first
raises the question of possible changes in the sovereignty of
that authority by suggesting the possibility of either a US
recognition of the Ommuulist Oolernatent or of a United Nations
Trusteeship authority to superoedo the Nationalist Government.
However, in either case, it is my belief that the present
Nationalist Government group will remain in form ea Samosa
until driven out by fore.. It is further probable that only the
United States has the power to enforce the removal of the Nationalist
Croup and it is most probable that the US will not undertake suoh
a campaign. (n the assumption that the Nationalist Goverment will
remain * sovereign body the questions to be considered are; 1)
Is a renewal of the yearly franchise with the Nitionslists possible

OA A reasonable basis and 2) Is a tram:hiee possible from sone
other and more advantageous scarce.
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4. In considering the difficulties of obtaleing a reeeaal of
the franchise on a reasonable basis *Mauer gives the following
background on the prOhlem. Astir prinpipal reasons are *Wed as to
Why the franchise was granted to Willauer and Chennault originally
in spite of the (bovernment's desire to promote all Chinese sir
activities through a chosen instruments 1) the debt of gratitude
awned Osnoral Chenneult for his war eervicesithe fact that the
grant was personal rather than corporate and wasthas to be of a
temporary natures 3) ths fact that existing Chinese services Imre
inadequate and 4) the feet that 4 US agency UNRNA, assisted in the
request. Willauer further notes that strong nationalistic feelings
were placated to some extent by permitting various; Chinese stock-
holders, lhe present situation as presented by Willauer indicates
* resurgence of the nationalietio fooling and gives as an mamae
the formetion of a new Chinese airline Ph Wog, as an expressioa
of this feeling. No notee that Fa Ming is not yet operating but
that la has some sort of official backing. To overcome the
nationalism expressed by this new COMP4OF sat in othermaat__
Willauar  suggests that 

5. So far as	 de	 the factors which led to
the granting of the original franchise *remove eempelling at
Present than they were originally. /he debt of sratituds to
Chennault is reinforces: by his loyalty during the period of the
heads off period of the U5 policy. /he transhi p continuos to be
of a tempovery nature and not only is tho national air service
inadequate, it is totally lacking. PUrtAersores a U5 government
avow, the Air 'Imo, is presently using the lino in sailitarr
service. In addition tho company employs mem Chinese, has
acquired far more operating experience* and in the face af
possible invasion such an air service is vital. I cannot imagine
a failure to renew the :mashie, in the fees of se Prenatal a mad
and in the absence of a going national service of comparable *GOP*.
Ihe directorship and stockholding problem is based on the
mounatlan that CAT is regarded as the national flag line of
Nationaliet China to spite of the fact that the franchise has
always been regarded as temporary. I do not believe that the
granting of directorships cr etookholding rights will obscure the
fact that the line is dominantly US wined and controlled or will
stifle a natural desire to operate a truly national service. Ihe
granting of directorships or stockholding' will increase the
security prOblem with the added risk of *electing persons who
may be entirely out of favor with the dominating group before the
year is out thus creating a real obstaole to a future renewal.
Without an affiliation with any specific great, an amount of teas
play is possible. Mere is no definite my of preventing the
Nationalists from starting an airline of their own and if thew
do they otter a hostage to renewal inasmuch as they will doubtless
seek rights in Japan and elsewhere within U5 control which will
have to be negotiated, ?no reel concern over the renewal will
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cons it very restrictive clauses are added. ewaver, OPC could
seek State intervention it a US corporation is unduly affected.
The stockholding and directorship problem could be met by
reminding the Nationalists that the period of inactivity without
Nationalist financial support necessitated a deal with the bankers
who have quite naturally tied the hands of the President on such
matter. until the major debts are liquidated. This will leas
%illauer free to mks a deal in the future if absolutely necessary.

6. As to the question of securing a franchise free some other
authority 1 had understood from the beginning that the company wail
attempting this by Parcelling up the line into self contained units
to be incorporated in various SBA countries, .4krespect to Japan,
SOAP has already authorised A Japanese airline internally and I ma
certain that both PAA and HWA would violently object to the creating
of special rights to CAT in Japan to operate internationally from
Japan. In addition the Air Face adheres, to CAA regulations and
would probably insist on such regulations in re CAT operating
equipollent and paranoia. licensee. However, the question is worth
explerins with SCAP as a future moms may be necessary. I do not
know abet the situation would be In Nara but it is probable that
the ROK Government will have41W07 in the not distant fUturs.
This question should be looked 1O as well. However, for the
immediate future, a renewal of the Nationalist franchise would
am to be the priority task,

7. *Mauer requests that the questions raised by his momoranduai
be settled prior to the nisotiationi for renewal of tha contract.
I therefore resommend, subject to the &dote* of kraC4 	Ithat
Hillman be informed that he should comam	 assetia ono imoodiotoly
on the basis of the status quo. I further recommend that no
alterations take place in the oomposition of the Hoard of Directors
or in the amber and distribution *fetters holdings. It is felt
that natisof the chamois suggested by willauor will materially
affect the chance* of a reasonable renegotiation of the contract.
The fat that no other air service of comparable scope is available
at a time of need suggests that a renegotiation is probable for at
least the next year.
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